
QFS Vinyl(Pvc)Temporary fence
1. White PVC Picket fence & Boundary fence panels for sale are available in 1m or 2m
widths and are 1m in height. Each panel is supplied with one bollard. Additional freestan
ding bollards are also available for sale, at your request.

 Product launches and Corporate brand activations
 Wedding ceremonies and receptions
 Crowd guidance
 Temporary Fence
 Making a temporary area that can be easily packed away
 Fence off specific areas
 Space divider
 Branding element
 Creating a VIP or restricted area

2. Drawing Of temporary fence panels:
(unit:mm)

Product name： Temporary fence
Per section size: 1M(H)*2M(W)
Per panel weight： 9.8kg (assembled,not including post)

Standard packing: in pallet, size:0.9m(L)*1.8m(W)

4"x4"Post length: 1000mm

2"*3.5"Rail length: 1800mm

7/8"*3"picket length: 870mm

Picket number: 12 picket /panel



 

3. Easy to assemble and disassembled:

Panels:The panels Pre-assembled before delivery, have a simple and intelligent hooking s
ystem which is very easy to assemble and extremely versatile as it can be used and swung
at any angle, packed in pallets.

Posts: Every post Pre-assembled with hooks on both sides,so panels can be connected direct
ly.



Roundbase: Hot galvanized+Spray-paint, Dia:30cm, Thickness:4mm, 10Pieces/Carton.

4. Loading capacity:

20'GP: 290section (58 section/Pallet x5 pallets)
Per Panel size： 1.86m(L)*0.95m(W)*2.20m(H)
Weight/Pallet: N.W:588kgs ,G.W:612kgs

40'HQ: 715 section (65 section/Pallet x11 pallets)
Per Panel size: 1.86m(L)*0.95m(W)*2.50m(H)
Weight/Pallet: N.W:637kgs ,G.W:662kgs

5.FAQ:

1. Will PVC/Vinyl   Portable         Temporary   Fence      become brittle in     winter?
PVC/Vinyl fence will become less flexible in cold weather conditions. However, unless yo
u objected to unusual impact, it will not break or crack.

2. Will PVC/Vinyl   Portable         Temporary   Fence      crack, chip, peel or rot?
Vinyl fence is never to crack, chip, peel and rot.

3.   Are PVC/VinylPortable   Temporary   Fence          maintenance free?
Yes, under normal condition all that is required is an annual washing of the fence to keep i
t looking new.

4. Will PVC/Vinyl   Portable   Temporary   Fence mildew or collect         mold?
when subjected to extended damp weather, vinyl fence will collect mold and mildew. The
y are, however, easily cleaned with a solution of mild household detergent and water.

5.   For more question, Please contact us direcly by pohe, email or online     service.
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